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ABSTRACT
We investigate the dwarf (MB > −16) galaxies in the Virgo cluster in the radio, optical, and
ultraviolet regimes. Of the 365 galaxies in this sample, 80 have been detected in H i by the Arecibo
Legacy Fast ALFA survey. These detections include 12 early-type dwarfs which have H i and
stellar masses similar to the cluster dwarf irregulars and BCDs. In this sample of 12, half have
star-formation properties similar to late type dwarfs, while the other half are quiescent like typical
early-type dwarfs. We also discuss three possible mechanisms for their evolution: that they are
infalling field galaxies that have been or are currently being evolved by the cluster, that they are
stripped objects whose gas is recycled, and that the observed H i has been recently reaccreted.
Evolution by the cluster adequately explains the star-forming half of the sample, but the quiescent
class of early-type dwarfs is most consistent with having recently reaccreted their gas.
Subject headings: galaxies: clusters: individual: Virgo — galaxies: elliptical and lenticular — galax-
ies: evolution — radio lines: galaxies
1. INTRODUCTION
Dwarf ellipticals (dEs) are rare in the field and
in galaxy groups, but are the most common galax-
ies in clusters (Binggeli et al. 1985; Caldwell 1987;
Trentham & Tully 2009). An ongoing question is
whether cluster dEs form in situ, or whether the cluster
environment strips infalling late-type galaxies of their
gas, transforming them into dEs (Tully & Shaya 1984;
Boselli & Gavazzi 2006; Boselli et al. 2008b). Driv-
ing such evolution are such processes as ram-pressure
stripping (Gunn & Gott 1972), starvation (Larson et al.
1980), and galaxy harassment (Lin & Faber 1983).
There is significant evidence that at least some subset
of the dwarf elliptical population were once late-type
galaxies. In the most luminous of early-type dwarfs
(ETDs), late-type features such as stellar disks and
faint spiral arms can be observed (Lisker et al. 2006b).
Furthermore, rotational support or even rotational flat-
tening is observed in a significant fraction of ETDs
(van Zee et al. 2004; Beasley et al. 2009; Toloba et al.
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2011), and such galaxies share a Tully-Fisher plane with
the dwarf irregulars. Rotationally supported ETDs are
also observed to have younger stellar populations and
are most likely to be found in the cluster outskirts
(Toloba et al. 2009).
The Virgo cluster is a rich (>1000 members), rela-
tively nearby (d ∼17 Mpc) cluster. There is no clear
single core, but rather two: a compact subcluster around
M49, and a more massive and extended subcluster
around M87. There are also several near-background
‘clouds’ which are falling onto the cluster. Both its
three dimensional structure (Mei et al. 2007) and ve-
locity dispersion (Binggeli et al. 1993; Drinkwater et al.
2001; Conselice et al. 2001) suggest that the Virgo
cluster is dynamically young. Due to its proximity,
Virgo has been the target of many surveys, and all of
its members have been targeted observationally. The
most recent comprehensive compilation of Virgo mem-
ber data can be found in GOLDMine (Gavazzi et al.
2003; Gavazzi et al. 2005), a multiwavelength aggregate
of many data sources. Because it is so close, Virgo is also
optimal for sensitive H i observations of both the dwarf
galaxies and more massive members. It is the first clus-
ter in which H i deficiency, a measure of how much less H
i a galaxy contains compared to a field sample of similar
optical properties, has been measured (Davies & Lewis
1973). Targeted H i observations exist for all mas-
sive late-type galaxies (Gavazzi et al. 2005), bright
dwarf irregulars (Hoffman et al. 1987), and a signifi-
cant number of dwarf ellipticals (Haynes & Giovanelli
1986; Huchtmeier & Richter 1986; van Driel et al. 2000;
Conselice et al. 2003). Moreover, blind H i surveys
have covered large fractions of Virgo, such as the H
i Jodrell All Sky Survey (HIJASS; Davies et al. 2004)
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and the Arecibo Legacy Fast ALFA survey (ALFALFA;
Giovanelli et al. 2005). Recently, the VLA Imaging of
Virgo in Atomic Gas (VIVA; Chung et al. 2009) sur-
vey has produced high-resolution H i maps of late-
type galaxies in Virgo; this has allowed extensive
study of stripping as it takes place (Chung et al. 2007;
Vollmer et al. 2008). Direct H i evidence of galaxy ha-
rassment has been found by ALFALFA, which observed
a ∼250 kpc tail off of NGC 4254 (Haynes et al. 2007).
The focus of this article is the dwarf galaxy popu-
lation in the Virgo cluster, and specifically how dwarf
galaxies form and evolve in the cluster environment, pri-
marily through the study of their H i content. For this
purpose, we will make extensive use of ALFALFA5, a
blind H i survey which, in its current data release cov-
ering 40% of the final survey area (α.40; Haynes et al.
2011), covers the Virgo cluster at declinations between
4◦ and 16◦. Examining the H i content of Virgo has
always been a goal of ALFALFA (Giovanelli et al. 2007;
Kent et al. 2008), with the first global study performed
by Gavazzi et al. (2008), who investigated the scaling
relations between the H i and luminous properties of
ALFALFA-detected galaxies in the cluster. More re-
cently, colors and star-formation properties using α.40
and Hα observations were described by Gavazzi et al.
(2012a) and Gavazzi et al. (2012b).
If dwarf ellipticals are the products of evolved dwarf
irregulars and low luminosity spirals, then the efficient
stripping of H i precedes quenched star formation and
morphological transformation. In fact, dwarf irregu-
lars in Virgo have detectable reservoirs of H i, and
the bulk of dwarf ellipticals are relatively gas-free, hav-
ing low gas fraction (MHI/M∗). Nonetheless, a small
fraction of ALFALFA detections are elliptical galax-
ies. Early-type H i-detected galaxies included in previ-
ous ALFALFA data releases have been studied both in
Virgo (di Serego Alighieri et al. 2007) and in the field
(Grossi et al. 2009). They found that very few Virgo
ETGs had H i, and those that did were either massive
galaxies which may be accreting from a companion, or
dwarfs with peculiar morphologies. In the field, they
found that a surprising 44% of massive early-type galax-
ies were detected, possibly the results of major mergers,
but only 13% of dwarf ellipticals were detected—both
much higher than the 2% detection rate in Virgo.
With the near complete coverage of Virgo made avail-
able by α.40, we compile a sample of 12 low-luminosity
(MB > −16) ETDs which are detected in H i by AL-
FALFA; this sample represents an almost two-fold in-
crease from samples based on earlier ALFALFA cata-
logs. We also probe beneath the detection limit of AL-
FALFA using spectral stacking methods. In addition to
their H i properties, we investigate their stellar popula-
5 The Arecibo Observatory is operated by SRI International un-
der a cooperative agreement with the National Science Foundation
(AST-1100968), and in alliance with Ana G. Mndez-Universidad
Metropolitana, and the Universities Space Research Association.
tions and star formation activity using optical and ultra-
violet photometry from the seventh data release of the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS DR7; Abazajian et al.
2009) and the GALEX satellite. An overview of the
ALFALFA dwarf population, selected by H i mass, is
presented in Huang et al. (2012). An important result
is that the within the ALFALFA dwarf sample, Virgo
cluster members have lower gas fractions at a given MHI
with a wide spread in the distributions of specific star
formation rate (SFR/M∗).
Lastly, we consider possible evolutionary paths that
would lead to the existence of H i-bearing dwarf galaxies
with early-type morphologies in a cluster environment.
The scenarios considered include the possibility of in-
trinsically gas-rich objects that have recently infallen
onto the Virgo cluster, stripped objects with newly re-
cycled H i from stars near the end of their lifetimes, and
recent accreation of gas by formerly gas-free galaxies.
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we
present the dwarf galaxy sample, and describe the se-
lection process, as well as the H i, optical and UV data
extraction process. Section 3 describes the H i content,
colors and star formation of the sample and the refer-
ence samples, and we discuss differences among dwarf
galaxies with different morphologies. In section 4 we
present possible evolutionary paths for our sample of
H i-detected ETDs, and argue about their consistency
with our data.
2. DATA AND SAMPLE SELECTION
Our main sample is drawn from the Virgo Clus-
ter Catalog (VCC) (Binggeli et al. 1985), with updated
morphologies and assignments found in Binggeli et al.
(1993). We consider only VCC galaxies which are spec-
troscopically confirmed members of Virgo, and whose
blue absolute magnitude in the VCC is fainter than
MB = −16 (corresponding to mB & 15 at the dis-
tance of Virgo). Furthermore, we exclude galaxies that
belong to one of the near-background complexes which
appear to be infalling on Virgo, such as the W and W′
clouds (de Vaucouleurs 1961), M cloud (Ftaclas et al.
1984) and the southern extension (Tully 1982). This re-
sults in a main sample composed of 365 Virgo members.
Galaxies are then subdivided into classes according to
their VCC morphology, which is based on high quality
B-band photographic material. Unless specified other-
wise, we use the term ‘early-type dwarf’ (ETD) to refer
to galaxies classified as dwarf ellipticals (dE) and dwarf
lenticulars (dS0), and the term ‘late-type dwarf’ (LTD)
to refer to galaxies classified as Magellanic irregulars
(Im) and blue compact dwarfs (BCD) by the VCC. The
term ‘other dwarfs’ refers to galaxies that do not belong
to the previous two classes, generally classified as faint
spirals, peculiar galaxies, or simply ‘?’ by the VCC.6
6 VCC 2062 was classified as a dwarf elliptical by Binggeli et al.,
but work by Duc et al. (2007) suggests that it is a tidal dwarf. As
a result, we place it in the class of ‘other dwarfs.’
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Overall, 275 out of the 365 galaxies in our main sample
belong to the ETD class, 65 to the LTD class and 25 to
the ‘other’ class.
2.1. H I Characteristics
We use data from the ALFALFA blind H i survey,
to get a statistically complete census of the atomic hy-
drogen content of galaxies in our main sample, specif-
ically the α.40 catalog which covers the Virgo cluster
at declinations 4◦ < δ < 16◦, with a sensitivity of
MHI ≈ 10
7.4 M⊙ for a typical dwarf galaxy at the
Virgo distance (Haynes et al. 2011, Section 6). This
data release supercedes and expands the earlier AL-
FALFA releases (Giovanelli et al. 2007; Saintonge et al.
2008; Kent et al. 2008), which included Virgo coverage
only between 8◦ < δ < 16◦. Table 1 lists the number
of galaxies detected by ALFALFA. In total, 80 galaxies
in the main sample are included in α.40: 51 LTDs (80%
of the class), 17 ‘other’ (70% of the class) and only 12
ETDs (5% of the class). We divide these H i-detected
ETDs into two subclasses, one blue and one red, based
upon their SDSS g− r color (see §2.2 for details on col-
ors). This unusual subsample of 12 H i-detected dwarf
galaxies with early-type morphologies is the main focus
of the present paper. We present their H i, optical, UV,
and fitted quantities (see §2.2-§2.3) in Table 2.
Since the subsample of interest is comprised from such
a limited number of objects, it is important to consider
the reliability of these ETD H i detections individually.
The H i spectra of all 12 galaxies can be seen in Figure
1, where the top 6 spectra are the blue subclass, the
bottom 6 the red subclass). The horizontal dashed line
indicates the zero flux density level after baseline sub-
traction, and the vertical dotted line indicates the H i
line center (see also Table 2 for their H i properties). All
galaxies are well-separated from nearby, more massive
H i emission, and their detections cannot be attributed
to sidelobe contamination.
All but one of the α.40 H i detections with S/N< 10
(Table 2) have been reobserved using more sensitive
pointed observations, centered on the optical positions
using Arecibo’s L-band wide single pixel receiver. Of
those, only VCC 421 was not confirmed. However, the
H i emission of VCC 421 has a large (1.1′) angular off-
set from the optical galaxy, and our failure to confirm
it may merely be due to the LBW observing strategy
of pointing at the optical galaxy, rather than centroided
H i emission. Likewise, the emission of VCC 1649 has
been confirmed to be offset (by 1.4′) from the optical
galaxy, and so the association of the H i emission with
this galaxy is uncertain. The ALFALFA spectrum of
VCC 1202 is poor and very wide (W50286 km s−1) be-
cause it is both near M87 and has only half the typi-
cal integration time for ALFALFA. The follow-up ob-
servations have better baselines. Of the 5 galaxies not
yet re-observed, all are classified as ‘Code 1’ sources
in α.40, that is they are confidently detected sources
(S/NHI > 6.5) with well-defined spectral profiles, and
so are not of concern.
Only about half of the 12 H i-detected ETDs have
previously reported H i observations in the literature.
In particular, seven (VCC 93, 304, 1142, 1202, 421,
956, 1993) are included in the sample of H i-detected
early-type Virgo galaxies of di Serego Alighieri et al.
(2007), which was based on earlier ALFALFA data
releases. The H i sample of Gavazzi et al. (2008),
also based on earlier ALFALFA releases, includes two
ETD detections (VCC 93, 304). Targeted H i ob-
servations (Huchtmeier & Richter 1986; Burstein et al.
1987; Duprie & Schneider 1996) have reported 4 more
gas-bearing dEs in Virgo; however none of them is in-
cluded in our sample since they are all brighter than
the MB > −16 threshold. On the other hand, neither
of the dwarf ellipticals (VCC 390 and 713) detected by
the deep 21cm observations of Conselice et al. (2003)
using Arecibo were detected by ALFALFA, despite hav-
ing reported H i masses well above the ALFALFA com-
pleteness limit. The Arecibo Galaxy Environment Sur-
vey (AGES; Auld et al. 2006) observations of the Virgo
cluster (Taylor et al. 2012) detected 7 ETDs over 20
deg2 of which three appear in our sample (VCC 190,
611, and 1142); the other four do not pass our selec-
tion criteria. Of the three, only VCC 611 was not di-
rectly detected by ALFALFA (but see §3.1). Lastly, 6
of the 12 H i-detected ETD galaxies (VCC 93, 281, 304,
1142, 1533, 1649) are included in the complete sample
of low H i-mass (log MHI/M⊙ < 7.7) ALFALFA dwarfs
of Huang et al. (2012).
2.2. Optical and Ultraviolet Photometry
In order to derive global stellar properties for the
12 H i-detected ETDs (stellar masses and star forma-
tion rates), we use optical images from the 7th data
release of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS DR7;
Abazajian et al. 2009) and ultraviolet (UV) data from
the GALEX mission. Figure 4 contains inverted SDSS
images for all 12 galaxies; the images are 1.5′ on a side
(7.3 kpc at d = 16.7 Mpc) and combine the i, r, and g
SDSS bands into the RGB color channels. Five galaxies
(VCC 190, 956, 1142, 1391, 1533) are evidently very low
surface brightness objects and their SDSS pipeline pho-
tometry was deemed ‘problematic.’ To remedy this, the
SDSS images of all 12 H i-detected ellipticals were manu-
ally reduced and their photometry was obtained individ-
ually with the use of IRAF/STSDAS tasks. Briefly, the
corrected frames (drC files) in the u, g, r, i, z bands were
first smoothed to 2.5′′ resolution, and then background
subtracted. After masking contaminating background
and foreground sources, we fit elliptical isophotes to the
r-band image of each galaxy. The derived apertures
were applied to all other bands, and Petrosian magni-
tudes based on these elliptical apertures was calculated,
separately for each band.7
7 The process described here is very similar,
but not identical, to the SDSS pipeline measure-
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Ultraviolet photometry for the 12 H i-detected ETDs
was obtained from the publicly available GALEX Gen-
eral Release 6 (GR6) database. Eight galaxies have deep
(texp & 1000 s) GALEX coverage, while the remain-
ing four galaxies (VCC 281, 1391, 421, 1993) have only
shallower coverage through the GALEX All-Sky Imag-
ing Survey (AIS; texp ≈ 100 s) images. Three galaxies
(VCC 421, 1649, 1993) are not detected in the FUV
band; in these cases the FUV flux measured at the po-
sition of the NUV detection by the GALEX pipeline
(fuv ncat flux) was adopted as an upper limit on the
galactic FUV flux. All magnitudes in Table 2 are cor-
rected only for galactic extinction, based on the dust
maps of Schlegel et al. (1998). We do calculate internal
extinction (see §2.3), but these corrections have high
fractional uncertainty and are generally small (0.2-0.4
magnitudes) for these galaxies. In order to compare
with similar works (Lisker et al. 2007; Kim et al. 2010),
we do not include these extinction corrections in our
reported magnitudes and colors.
2.3. Derived Quantities
Atomic hydrogen (H i) masses are taken directly from
α.40. Distances to Virgo galaxies are based upon indi-
vidualized subcluster assignments. We adopt a distance
modulus of 31.11 for galaxies belonging to the A sub-
cluster (M87 group), 31.08 for those belonging to the
B subcluster (M49 group), and a weighted average of
31.09 for galaxies with uncertain subcluster assignment,
according to the surface brightness fluctuation work of
(Mei et al. 2007). We use primary distance measure-
ments from the literature where available.
We estimate stellar masses and star formation rates
(SFRs) for our galaxies using all available optical and
UV bands following the method of Salim et al. (2007),
as described in Huang et al. (2012). The computation
involves fitting a library of model spectral energy distri-
butions (SEDs) to the 5 SDSS and (when available) the
2 GALEX magnitudes. Full details of the method, as
well as comparisons with other common estimators (e.g.
Bell et al. 2003), can be found in Huang et al. (2012).
Here we summarize the main points: model SEDs are
generated by the Bruzual & Charlot (2003) stellar pop-
ulation synthesis code, assuming a Chabrier (2003) stel-
lar initial mass function. The star formation histories
are a combination of continuous star formation and ran-
dom bursts of star formation. We consider a large li-
brary of models with a broad range of internal extinc-
tions (0 ≤ τV < 6), µ factors (the fraction of optical
depth that affects stellar populations older than 10 Myr;
0.1 < µ < 1), and metallicities (0.1Z⊙ ≤ Z ≤ 2Z⊙).
ment of Petrosian magnitudes (as described in
http://www.sdss.org/DR7/algorithms/photometry.html).
The main difference consists in the fact that the SDSS pipeline
extracts measurements in circular rather than elliptical apertures.
However, since the galaxies under consideration have generally
low ellipticity, the difference in methodology is inconsequential
for this study.
These parameter spaces are consistent with those of
Salim et al. (2007). The final physical properties are
computed as the weighted average of all models, accord-
ing to their fit likelihood. We stress that these extinction
and metallicity values are not intended to encompass
all possible values for a particular dwarf galaxy, but are
expected to represent typical values for an ensemble of
galaxies. Additionally, our stellar mass estimates are
robust with respect to the exact value of the extinction
parameter.
In cases where the FUV magnitude is not available,
model SEDs are fit only to the 5 SDSS bands. We have
verified that the derived stellar masses are not signifi-
cantly affected by the exclusion of the UV photometry
from the fitting process. On the other hand, SFRs de-
rived from fitting just the optical bands tend to signif-
icantly overestimate the SFRs derived from fitting the
full optical+UV SED (by up to ≈ 2 dex, especially for
galaxies with very low SFR). As a result, for galaxies
not detected in the FUV we treat the SFR derived just
from the optical data as an upper limit.
2.4. Reference samples
In order to place the sample of 12 H i-detected ETDs
in context, we analyze H i, optical and UV data for
the rest of our main sample as well. This includes 68
H i-detected galaxies of late-type or ‘other’ morphology
and 285 H i non-detections, mostly of early-type mor-
phology. We determine the average gas mass of ETD
non-detections by spectral stacking of the full ALFALFA
datacubes. We follow the method of Fabello et al.
(2011) and stack H i spectra using optical positions from
the VCC and optical redshifts from the literature. In to-
tal 238 non-detected ETDs had acceptable spectra for
stacking; galaxies whose emission would fall within the
Galactic H i emission and galaxies that could be con-
fused with more massive nearby sources were discarded.
Figure 2 shows the spectrum produced by stacking all
usable ETD spectra. The noise level in the stacked spec-
trum has clearly decreased with respect to the case of a
single spectrum, but no H i emission is detected down
to MHI/M⊙ = 10
5.5. The greater area coverage of α.40
allows for a significant improvement over the stacked
mass sensitivity of MHI/M⊙ = 10
6.1 achieved by the
Virgo coverage of AGES (Taylor et al. 2012).
We obtain optical and UV photometry for galax-
ies in the main sample through the SDSS DR7 and
GALEX GR6 databases. The quality of the SDSS
pipeline photometry of every galaxy was individually
evaluated; galaxies that were ‘shredded’ by the pipeline
(i.e. assigned multiple photometric objects of compara-
ble brightness) and low surface brightness objects with
missing flux issues were flagged as ‘problematic’ and ex-
cluded from further analysis. This quality cut affects
mostly galaxies with MB & −13.5, of which about half
have problematic photometry. A similar individual in-
spection of the quality of the GALEX pipeline photom-
etry was performed for all galaxies in our main sample.
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Due to the lower resolution of the GALEX images (≈ 5′′
seeing), problems related to shredding and missing flux
of low surface brightness galaxies are far less common
compared to SDSS. Overall, 314 galaxies have available
NUV magnitudes, of which 240 were derived from deep
GALEX images (texp & 1000 s) and 74 from shallower
AIS images (texp ≈ 100 s). About 43% of these galax-
ies were too faint to be detected in the FUV band; not
surprisingly, all except 4 of the FUV non-detections cor-
respond to early-type objects. All derived quantities for
our main sample (HI mass, stellar mass, SFR etc.) are
computed as described in §2.3. We note again that for
galaxies that are not detected in the FUV, SFRs are
based on fitting just the 5 SDSS bands and are used
only as upper limits.
We also use the sample of low H i-mass ALFALFA
dwarfs of Huang et al. (2012) as a comparison sample,
representing the properties of gas-bearing field dwarfs.
The H i masses, SDSS photometry and physical proper-
ties of the galaxies in the Huang et al. sample are cal-
culated as in this work (§2.2-§2.3). However, UV mag-
nitudes in Huang et al. (2012) are manually measured
with the use of the GALPHOT image reduction pack-
age (Haynes et al. 1999), written in the IRAF/STSDAS
environment. The difference between manually mea-
sured and pipeline magnitudes is small in the NUV
band (≈ 0.20 mag), while manually measured magni-
tudes tend to be brighter than pipeline values in the
FUV band because the pipeline often misses low surface
brightness flux (see Fig. 8 in Huang et al. 2012).
3. RESULTS
3.1. Gas Content
It is well known that the Virgo cluster environment
efficiently removes gas and advanced galaxy evolution.
Even massive spirals are observed to be H i poor
(Davies & Lewis 1973; Haynes & Giovanelli 1986), with
small H i disks stripped inside the optical disk observed
near the core, while relatively unperturbed disks are
seen in the outskirts (Cayatte et al. 1990; Chung et al.
2009). Because of the removal of H i, the distribution
of H i detections of dwarf galaxies in a survey like AL-
FALFA in Virgo is far from uniform. Figure 3 shows
the sky distribution of the galaxies in our dwarf sam-
ple. Xs indicate the location of H i detected late-type
dwarfs, open circles the H i detected ‘other’ dwarfs, and
small gray filled circles the non-detected dwarfs. The H
i detected early-type dwarfs are plotted with different
symbols based on subclass: the red ETDs are red filled
squares, while the blue ETDs are blue filled triangles.
Near M87, its strong continuum emission increases the
system noise and sets up standing waves in the telescope
optics and makes detection difficult; a 1◦ circle is drawn
to indicate the region of contamination. Dashed lines
indicate the northern and southern-most extent of the
α.40 survey. The outline corresponds to the plates of
the original Virgo Cluster Survey (Binggeli et al. 1985).
With the exception of two objects close to M87, the H
i detected ETDs are found near the edges of the cluster
along with the H i detected LTDs and ‘other’ dwarfs.
Figure 5 shows the gas fraction as a function of SED-
derived stellar mass for the H i-detected dwarfs. The
late-type dwarfs define a clear trend from high gas frac-
tion at low stellar mass to low gas fraction at high stellar
mass; a dashed line shows a linear fit to the LTDs with
a dotted line showing a 2σ variation around the line.
This distribution exhibits the same behavior observed
by Gavazzi et al. (2012a) and Gavazzi et al. (2012b) for
all Virgo galaxies; The H i-bearing dwarf galaxies in
this sample are simply the low stellar mass end of all
H i-bearing Virgo galaxies. Also plotted are the α.40
dwarfs (small open purple squares; see §2.4), which fit
into the same ranges as the LTDs, but with slightly
more total scatter. The H i-stellar mass properties of
the gas-bearing dwarfs in Virgo are thus similar to the
field dwarf galaxies. At this level of inspection, there
does not appear to be any significant difference between
the two subclasses of H i-detected ETDs: both are well
within the distribution of the late-type dwarfs at their
respective stellar masses. The arrows in Figure 5 show
the 5σ upper limit of the non-detections as determined
by spectral stacking. Even at this upper limit, the av-
erage non-detection is at least 2.5 dex poorer in H i gas
fraction compared to the typical H i detected dwarf.
We visually inspected all 238 H i non-detected ETD
spectra extracted for stacking (see §2.4) to look for any
sign of gas just below ALFALFA’s detection limit. Of
these, 9 galaxies had spectra with suggestive H i candi-
date signals of too low S/N to have been included in the
α.40 catalog. More sensitive pointed H i observations
have been conducted of 8 of these 9 and confirmed the
reality of one: VCC 611. The absence of a significant
population just below the ALFALFA detection limit in-
dicates that the H i detected ETDs are unlikely to be
the tail of a wide distribution of H i masses, but are
a separate population from the average very gas-poor
ETDs.
3.2. Colors and Star formation
Lisker et al. (2007) have shown that the optical colors
of Virgo dwarf ellipticals follow a relationship similar to
that of the more massive ellipticals: the fainter galaxies
are in the r-band, the bluer their colors tend to be. The
same trend towards redder colors at brighter magnitudes
was observed by Kim et al. (2010) in the NUV−r and
FUV−r colors. In the FUV, these trends break down for
the more massive ellipticals; this reddening is halted in
ellipticals by the ultraviolet upturn (Boselli et al. 2005;
Boselli et al. 2008b; Boselli et al. 2008a). Kim et al.
(2010) also found that both the late and early-types out-
side the cluster core are well separated in NUV−r colors
from the inner ellipticals; this separation is even greater
in the FUV−r. They argued that the bluer UV col-
ors of galaxies in the cluster outskirts could be ascribed
to higher star formation rates and higher gas fraction.
Figure 6 shows the g − r, NUV−r, and FUV−r col-
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ors plotted as a function of absolute r band magnitude,
with the same ranges plotted as Kim et al. (2010) Fig-
ure 1. The 12 gas-bearing ETDs as a class do not fit
cleanly into either the red sequence or blue cloud: half
lie within the red sequence, while the other half lie in
the blue cloud. For convenience, we have split the H i
detected ETDs into two subclasses, galaxies that appear
to belong to the blue cloud and galaxies that appear to
belong to the red sequence. We find that the line of
g−r = −0.08Mr−0.73 (plotted as a dashed line in Fig-
ure 6) adequately separates them, with the two faintest
dwarfs in r-band (VCC 1142 and 1391) chosen to be
blue. Two of the detected ETDs (VCC 190 and 281)
are very close to the line, but clearly belong to the red
sequence and blue cloud, respectively, when examining
the NUV−r and FUV−r colors.
As blue color is a commonly used, albeit crude, indica-
tor of star formation, we investigate star formation rates
to begin understanding the difference in the red and blue
subclass of the ETDs. Figure 7 shows the trends of spe-
cific star formation rate (SFR/M∗) and star formation
efficiency (SFR/MHI) for all the H i-detected dwarfs as
functions of stellar mass. The LTDs and ‘other’ dwarfs
form a band with width of ∼2 dex in log yr−1; the blue
ETDs are also found in this region. At very low stellar
masses, the SSFR and SFE have a much wider spread;
this may be due to bursty, rather than continuous star
formation history, as observed for the overall dwarf pop-
ulation by Huang et al. (2012). The α.40 field dwarfs
(open purple squares; Huang et al. 2012) have a similar
distribution in stellar mass, SSFR, and SFE as the LTDs
and blue ETDs. With one exception, the red ETDs
have low SSFR and SFE compared to the LTDs and
blue ETDs of similar stellar mass. VCC 956, though a
red galaxy, has a SSFR comparable to the bluer galax-
ies. The other red ETDs lie at the bottom of the blue
galaxies’ distribution or a dex lower.
4. EVOLUTIONARY HYPOTHESES
We turn our attention to the possible histories of the
H i-detected early-type dwarfs. What mechanisms could
allow a population of gas-bearing dwarf ellipticals to ex-
ist in a cluster environment today? In addition to this
question, an evolutionary history must also allow for the
existence of two different subclasses of ETDs, one form-
ing stars as strongly as the dwarf irregulars, and the
other almost totally quiescent. In the following, we dis-
cuss the merits of three possible evolutionary hypothe-
ses for this particular population. The first is that they
are galaxies which were initially gas rich dwarf spirals
or irregulars which are currently being stripped of their
gas. The second is that the gas originates from mas-
sive stars returning their hydrogen to the interstellar
medium. The third scenario is that they are ellipticals
which were previously red and ‘dead,’ but have recently
accreted a fresh supply of H i.
4.1. Galaxies Being Stripped
One evolutionary scenario is that ETDs are late-type
galaxies, typically dwarf irregulars and low luminosity
spirals, which have been evolved by the cluster. A vari-
ety of mechanisms have been proposed for the evolution
from late-type galaxy to ETD in cluster. A strong con-
tender is ram-pressure stripping (Gunn & Gott 1972),
where a galaxy moving through a cluster has the gas in
its outskirts removed by the hot intra-cluster medium
(ICM). The effect in the Virgo cluster is apparent
enough that it has been observed directly in spirals at
projected distances 0.6 Mpc < d < 1 Mpc (Chung et al.
2007; Vollmer et al. 2008). The long-term consequence
of ram-pressure stripping is a quenching of star forma-
tion, leading to a red, quiescent galaxy. Boselli et al.
(2008b) found that if a galaxy is in a first-pass highly
eccentric orbit through the Virgo cluster center, this
change can occur in as little as 100 Myr, much shorter
than a cluster crossing time. In contrast, significant
changes in color and star formation rate take longer,
on the order of a Gyr. The dwarfs with the lowest
stellar masses, including our sample, are expected to
be the most susceptible to the evolving effects of the
cluster. The ongoing ram-pressure stripping scenario
may thus explain the gas-rich, star-forming ETDs we
observe. However, for the H i-detected red ETDs, this
explanation does not work: these galaxies have very low
star formation rates, even though their H i has not yet
been removed.
In another cluster evolution mechanism, galaxy
harassment (Moore et al. 1996), a galaxy is per-
turbed by multiple close encounters with its neighbors.
Smith et al. (2010) found in simulations that, for dwarf
galaxies infalling on Virgo, harassment significantly con-
tributes to galaxy evolution in a relatively small num-
ber of cases (< 15%). However, in those cases, morpho-
logical transformation was strong, producing short-lived
spiral arms in initially smooth disks, and signficant con-
centration of gas and star formation in the central part
of the galaxy. Lisker et al. (2006a) found a population
of early-type dwarfs with disk-like features and star for-
mation occuring in their central regions, and galaxy ha-
rassment may be the best explanation for these. Of our
H i-detected sample only VCC 281 exhibits this ‘blue
center’ quality; for this one object galaxy harassment is
also a viable explanation for why it has evolved while
maintaining a significant H i reservoir. However, ram-
pressure stripping can also produce such a blue color
gradient (Boselli et al. 2008b).
4.2. Recycled Gas
While ram-pressure stripping will efficiently remove
gas from a dwarf galaxy after a single pass through the
cluster, small quantities of H i can be replenished inter-
nally. As stars evolve, they return metal-enriched H i
to the interstellar medium. We now consider the pos-
sible recycled origin of the gas, following the analysis
of Boselli et al. (2008b). For an efficient ram-pressure
stripping model, the amount of recycling can be quite
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significant. After a pass through the cluster core, star
formation can then continue, at a star formation rate
1-2 dex below that found in a similar mass non-stripped
dwarf, by feeding off of this recycled gas. This quenching
of star formation will effectively move such a galaxy on
the color-magnitude relation in FUV−r from the blue
cloud to the red sequence. We observe the red ETDs to
have signficantly lowered SSFRs (by factors of 1-2 dex
compared to the blue ETDs and LTDs), and they also fit
solidly into the red sequence. However, the H i masses
predicted by recycling are too low. For a dwarf galaxy
beginning with 108 M⊙ of H i, after significant ram pres-
sure stripping and gas recycling, the final gas mass is
. 107 M⊙, below the ALFALFA detection limit. Addi-
tionally, Boselli et al. (2008b) predict that such galaxies
should have significantly less H i than the relatively un-
stripped LTDs in Virgo of the same stellar mass, instead
we observe similar masses of H i in both populations.
4.3. Re-Accreted Gas
Catinella et al. (2010) and Cortese et al. (2011) found
a tight relationship between H i gas fraction, NUV−r
color, and stellar mass surface density, with NUV−r be-
ing the best indicator of MHI/M∗. Outliers are galaxies
which are either forming too many or too few stars for
their gas mass and are indicative of transition objects.
More massive galaxies which are very red in NUV−H
color which are otherwise H i normal show indication
of recent mergers or gas accretion (Cortese & Hughes
2009). Figure 8 plots the gas fraction as a function of
NUV−r color for all H i detections in Virgo. The blue
ETDs, LTDs, and ‘other’ dwarfs form a distinctive line
with a best-fit line plotted. The red ETDs are all very
strong outliers with high H i mass but low star forma-
tion: could they be reaccreting gas?
Dwarf galaxies in the Virgo cluster tend to be on
highly eccentric, nearly free-fall orbits. The majority of
such orbits will be spent relatively far from the cluster
core, where neutral gas from the cosmic web will also be
falling onto the cluster. At their furthest distance from
the cluster, they will be moving at low velocity with re-
spect to the cluster and distant gas, and while falling
back into the cluster will have velocities similar to that
of gas which is also free-falling onto the cluster. We can
then follow the argument of Wei et al. (2010), who ex-
amined a sample of low mass (M∗ < 10
10M⊙) elliptical
galaxies that appeared to be accreting gas in the field,
and use the dynamical timescale to get a rough idea of
the time needed to accrete gas. As H i in these sources
is unresolved by ALFALFA (beam ∼4’), we don’t know
the actual size of the gas clouds accreted. We choose
half the Arecibo beam size at the distance of Virgo (∼5
kpc) as an upper bound, and the optical sizes of the
galaxies (∼1.7 kpc) as a lower bound. We assume that
the total mass, accounting for dark matter content, is
∼10 times the baryonic content of the stars, H i, and
Helium (∼30% of the H i) together. We can then make
an estimate of the gas infall time (Binney & Tremaine
2008) as
tinfall ≃
√
piR3
G× 10(M∗ + 1.3Mgas)
(1)
We get infall times for our sample that range from 24-
470 Myr (see Table 2). Given that most of the time
of the galaxy’s 1.5 Gyr orbit is spent at the outskirts
of the cluster, these accretion timescales are all quite
reasonable.
But the Virgo ETDs galaxies are not isolated systems
like those of Wei et al. (2010), but rather are found
in a cluster where the hot ICM will inhibit accretion
and cooling of gas. Figure 9 shows the location of
all H i detected ETDs in our sample with overlaid 3σ
and 5σ X-ray contours (in the 0.4-2.4 keV range) from
Bo¨hringer et al. (1994). The dashed line indicates the
onset of confusion with the north polar spur, an X-ray
feature of the Milky Way, and only contours associ-
ated with Virgo are plotted. As with Figure 3, the
plates of Binggeli et al. (1985) and a 1◦ circle around
M87 are plotted for reference. The 3σ contour of the
ROSAT map corresponds roughly to where the cluster
hard (0.4− 3 keV) X-ray flux is half of the background
hard X-ray flux, with fluxes falling off as a power law
(Urban et al. 2011). Of the 12 detections, 9 are at or
clearly beyond this distance. Two of the exceptions,
VCC 956 and 1202 are projected very close to M87
where the X-ray luminosity is very high; they may how-
ever be located far from the core, only projected onto
M87. Likewise, VCC 1142’s projected position puts it
in a region of strong emission. For all three galaxies, we
cannot be sure of how embedded they are in the ICM.
For the other galaxies, we can make a rough estimate of
how long it would take for the X-ray gas to evaporate
accreting gas (Cowie & McKee 1977; Cowie & Songaila
1977)
tev ≃ 4.6× 10
3 yr
(
MHI
M⊙
)(
RHI
kpc
)(
T
106 K
)−5/2
f−1mag
(2)
Where RHI is the radius of the cloud (again, either 1.7
or 5 kpc), T is the temperature of the ICM medium,
assuming an upper limit of 1.08 keV at 3.9◦ from M87
(Urban et al. 2011). fmag measures how the entangle-
ment of the magnetic fields in the ICM quenches heat
transfer; it is expected to be of order . 1/3 (Sarazin
1986). With the exception of the low H i mass galaxy
VCC 1649, the estimated evaporation times are 121-721
Myr (see Table 2), typically larger the dynamical infall
times.
So, the gas-bearing ETDs are generally outside radii
from the cluster core where the cluster’s X-ray emission
dominates, their dynamical infall rates are significantly
less than cluster crossing times and typically less than
the lower-limit time for the X-ray medium to evaporate
the cool gas, making recent accretion a definite possibil-
ity for all but four of the dwarf ETDs (the three inside
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significant X-ray emission, and the low H i mass VCC
1649). For the red subclass of gas-bearing ETDs, re-
cent accretion is also the only evolutionary history of
the three discussed which can adequately explain their
optical, UV, and H i properties.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We examined the sample of all 365 VCC dwarf (MB >
−16) galaxies with known redshifts. While not as sen-
sitive as observations targeting individual galaxies, AL-
FALFA’s blind coverage gives us a statistically complete
view of the atomic gas content of the Virgo cluster pop-
ulation, both for detected and non-detected galaxies.
We use ALFALFA’s current α.40 (Haynes et al. 2011)
data release, which expands the previous Virgo coverage
(Giovanelli et al. 2007; Kent et al. 2008) to declinations
4◦ < δ < 16◦. Of the 365 dwarf galaxies, 80 are detected
in H i in the α.40 catalog. As is to be expected, a large
fraction of these galaxies (68 out of 80) are late-types
and peculiar galaxies, but 12 are classified as early-types
by the VCC.
The gas-bearing population of dwarf galaxies show a
clear tendency to avoid the regions of Virgo closest to
M87 and M49. Despite being early-type galaxies, the
H i-detected ETDs have H i gas fractions similar to the
H i-detected LTDs of the same stellar mass. However,
the upper limit on the gas fraction for the non-detected
ETD population is approximately 2.5 dex lower than the
H i detected dwarfs, and there does not appear to be a
significant population bridging the gap between the gas
bearing and the gas poor populations.
In agreement with Lisker et al. (2007) and Kim et al.
(2010), we find that the dwarf ellipticals follow a tight
color-magnitude relation with bluer g− r, NUV−r, and
FUV−r colors at fainter Mr. The H i-detected late-type
dwarfs trace a very broad distribution which is well-
separated from the red sequence in g − r (0.4 magni-
tudes); the separation is larger in NUV−r and FUV−r
(2 and 4 magnitudes, respectively). The H i detected
ETDs are unusual in that they do not as a class sit
wholly in either the red sequence or blue cloud: half
are clearly red while the other half are blue. The blue
gas-bearing ETDs have SSFRs and SFEs similar to the
LTDs and the ‘other’ dwarfs, while the red ETDs typi-
cally have rates a few dex lower than the blue subclass.
Lastly, we consider the various possible evolutionary
histories of the bas-bearing ETDs. It is quite possible
that the blue ETDs are on their first pass through the
cluster, and are unstripped or being stripped. VCC
281 stands out from the other blue ETDs in that it
has a ‘blue-center’ suggestive of a disk galaxy evolved
by galaxy harassment but is also consistent with ram
pressure stripping. However, stripping cannot explain
the red subclass of ETDs, which are gas-rich but not
forming stars. Models of gas returned into the ISM
by stars at the end of their lives (Boselli et al. 2008b)
cannot account for the mass of H i observed in either
the blue or red subclass. The gas-bearing red ETD
subset is most consistent with having already traveled
through the cluster core, been stripped, and now at
lying the edge of the cluster where H i is being accreted
from the cosmic web. All of the red ETDs, with the
exception of VCC 956 (∼ 1◦ from M87), are in a region
of the cluster where the dominant hard X-ray flux arises
from background sources, rather than the ICM. The
dynamical timescales for these galaxies to re-accrete
their gas are significantly less than one orbital time and
typically larger than the time it would take the ICM to
evaporate the newly accreted gas.
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Fig. 1.— The spectra of the 12 H i-detected ETDs, split into a blue subclass (top 6) and red subclass (bottom 6) based on SDSS the
g − r colors. Horizontal dashed lines indicate the 0 mJy flux density level after baseline subtraction; vertical dotted lines indicate the
line center velocity as reported in α.40.
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Fig. 2.— (top) Spectrum obtained by co-adding all useable 238 H i non-detected ETD spectra. While the final noise level is greatly
reduced, from ∼2.2 mJy rms to 0.17 mJy, no H i emission signal is recovered. (bottom) Spectrum of VCC 93, for which the signal to
noise of the spectrum extracted from the ALFALFA database is 6. The x-axis values are velocities relative to the line center; as the
stacked spectrum is produced by redshifting all component galaxies to 0 km s−1, there is no true redshift for this subset.
TABLE 1
Dwarf Sample Properties
Selection Total ETDs LTDs Other
BST Dwarfs 502 413 89 –
MB < −16 365 275 65 25
ALFALFA 80 12 51 17
SDSS 271 211 43 17
GALEX-NUV 252 197 50 5
GALEX-FUV 140 89 46 5
Note. — Total number of galaxies and number
of galaxies by morphology in samples discussed in
§2. BST Dwarfs are the galaxies identified as dwarfs
in (Binggeli et al. 1985) which have redshifts, while
MB < −16 consists of all VCC galaxies with red-
shifts and faint MB . The ALFALFA, SDSS, and
GALEX samples are are all direct subsets of the blue
magnitude based sample.
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Fig. 3.— Locations of the α.40-detected dwarfs assigned membership in the Virgo cluster: xs are late-type dwarfs, open circles are
‘other dwarfs,’ blue filled triangles are the blue subclass of ETDs and red filled squares are the red subclass of ETDs. H i non-detections
with known redshifts are gray small filled circles. The dashed circle indicates a 1◦ ring around the location of M87. Within this radius, the
Strong (213 Jy; Condon et al. 1998) continuum emission of M87 causes an increase in system temperature and standing waves, therefore
reducing the detectability of H i line sources (Giovanelli et al. 2007; Kent et al. 2008). The horizontal dotted line indicates the Northern
and Southern-most range of coverage of the α.40 survey (Haynes et al. 2011).
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Fig. 4.— Inverted SDSS images of all 12 VCC dwarf ellipticals detected by ALFALFA, 1.5′ (7.2 kpc at D=16.7 Mpc) on a side. The
images combine the g,r, and i SDSS bands (in the blue, green, and red color channels, respectively). The top 6 belong to the blue ETD
class (see §3.2), the bottom 6 the red ETD sample. The surface brightness of VCC galaxies 190, 956, 1142, 1391 and 1533 are so low
that the SDSS pipeline failed to yield suitable photometry.
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Fig. 5.— Relationship between stellar mass and log gas fraction for the H i-detected sample. Symbols are the same as for Figure 3.
The lines show the linear trend and 2-σ variation for the late-type galaxies only. The arrows show 3σ upper limits on the non-detections
determined via stacking (see §2.1; Fabello et al. 2011). The small open purple squares are the ALFALFA dwarfs not in the Virgo cluster
(Huang et al. 2012). As is typical for any population, the average gas fraction decreases with increasing stellar mass. It is unusual,
however, that both the red and blue ellipticals appear H i-normal for late-type cluster galaxies of equivalent stellar mass.
Gas-Bearing Early-Type Dwarf Galaxies in Virgo 15
Fig. 6.— Optical (SDSS) and UV (GALEX) colors for the dwarf galaxy sample for which acceptable photometry is available. Symbols are
the same as for figure 3. The dashed line shows our chosen split between the red and blue subclass; galaxies where g−r < −0.08Mr−0.73
are considered blue. Two of the blue ETDs (VCC are so faint that they have Mr ∼ −11; they are left unplotted as there are no other
nearby galaxies for comparison. Arrows indicate galaxies for which the NUV−r and FUV−r colors are lower limits.
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Fig. 7.— Specific star formation rates (SFR/M∗; top) and star formation efficiencies (SFR/MHI; bottom ) for the H i-detected dwarf
galaxies as a function of stellar mass. Symbols are identical to Figure 3 and arrows indicate upper limits. The small open purple
squares are the α.40 dwarfs not in the Virgo cluster. While there is large spread in SFR at the lower stellar masses, at high stellar mass
(M∗/M⊙ & 107.5), the spread decreases and the detected late-type dwarfs, ‘other dwarfs’ have somewhat elevated SFR compared to the
red class of ETDs, while the galaxies in the blue class of ETDs fit into the lower half of the LTD SFR.
Gas-Bearing Early-Type Dwarf Galaxies in Virgo 17
Fig. 8.— NUV−r color as a function of H i gas fraction, with the same symbols as Figure 3. The blue gas-bearing ETDs, LTDs,
and ‘other’ dwarfs form a clear line, with best-fit line plotted. The red ETDs have higher gas fraction than their NUV−r color would
indicate. Catinella et al. (2010) suggest that significant outliers, such as the red ETDs, are strong candidates for galaxies transitioning
to or from the red sequence and blue cloud.
TABLE 2
Dwarf Elliptical H i Detections
VCC AGC Morph. mB log MHI log M∗ SN W50 V⊙ log SFR Mr g-r NUV-r FUV-r tinfall tevap
M⊙ M⊙ km s
−1 km s−1 M⊙ yr
−1 Myr Myr
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16)
Blue 93 223286 dE2 16.3 7.56 7.41 6.0 50 841 -1.92 -14.8 0.35 2.44 2.96 64 − 334 180 − 560
281 220321 dS0 15.3 7.50 8.04 5.4 32 248 -2.15 -15.8 0.52 3.22 3.85 42 − 220 156 − 488
304 223407 dE1pec? 16.3 7.53 7.56 6.2 35 132 -2.28 -15.0 0.40 2.76 3.16 61 − 318 167 − 523
1142 222021 dE1 19.0 7.67 6.18 13.7 27 1306 -3.33 -11.2 0.26 0.36 0.49 70 − 360
1202 223724 dE? 20.0 8.20 6.75 8.0 286 1215 -2.63 -13.4 0.24 2.04 2.20 38 − 195
1391 223819 dE1 18.5 7.39 6.34 5.4 42 2308 -2.94 -12.3 0.20 1.95 3.00 94 − 488 121 − 379
Red 190 223355 dE4 18.0 7.57 7.75 10.2 32 2352 -4.59 -14.6 0.45 3.98 6.72 54 − 283 183 − 573
421 223445 dE2 17.0 7.55 7.48 5.1 111 2098 <-3.45 -14.2 0.51 4.52 — 62 − 325 110 − 344
956 222857 dE1,N: 18.8 8.00 7.34 10.3 102 2151 -2.85 -13.1 0.53 3.84 5.82 42 − 220
1533 223873 dE2,N 18.0 7.44 * 10.5 21 648 * -13.9 0.59 2.89 3.98 < 91 − 474 136 − 425
1649 223913 dE3,N: 15.7 7.11 8.21 3.3 28 972 <-3.70 -16.0 0.60 4.40 >6.95 41 − 212 64 − 198
1993 220977 E0 15.3 7.67 8.65 5.8 119 925 <-2.45 -16.6 0.63 5.90 >8.76 24 − 126 231 − 722
Note. — Properties of the dwarf ellipticals detected in H i by ALFALFA, split based on g-r color from the SDSS. Subclass: The blue subclass
is defined by lower g-r color as a function of absolute r-band magnitude; Column 1: VCC identifier (from Binggeli et al. 1985); Column 2: Arecibo
General Catalog number (Haynes et al. 2011); Column 3: Galaxy morphology (Binggeli et al. 1985; Binggeli et al. 1993); Column 4: VCC apparent
B-band magnitude (Binggeli et al. 1985); Column 5: H i mass, from α.40; Column 6: stellar mass as detailed in §2.3; Columns 7 through 9: H i
detection signal to noise, H i line width at 50% level, and heliocentric velocity, from α.40; Column 10: star formation rate, as discussed in §2.3;
Columns 11 through 14: absolute r-band magnitude, SDSS and GALEX colors, for galaxies where data exists. Colors are corrected for galactic
extinction only, using the SDSS pipeline correction; Column 12: Range of Estimated gas infall times based on Equation 1, assuming infall from the
optical radius (lower bound) or half the size of Arecibo beam (upper bound); Column 13: Estimated gas evaporation time based on Equation 2,
assuming accreted gas cloud was half the size of the Arecibo beam (lower bound) or the optical radius (upper bound).
* The fit for VCC 1533 fails because the z-band photometry is bad: it is fainter in z-band than in other bands, while all of our models have z band
as the brightest band.
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Fig. 9.— Locations of the α.40-detected early-type dwarfs. Blue triangles are the blue subclass, while red squares are the red subclass.
Contours are the 3σ and 5σ detection limit of Rosat X-ray observations in the 0.4− 2.4 keV energy range (Bo¨hringer et al. 1994). Only
contours associated with Virgo are plotted. The dark dashed line indicates onset of confusion with X-ray features of the Milky Way. The
dashed circle indicates a 1◦ ring around M87, which is responsible for ∼71% of the X-ray emission.
